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presence in Parliament makes a reality of their responsibility to
Parliament and facilitates co-operation between them and the
Legislature, both features which are vital to parliamentary govern-
ment. Only those who are prepared to abandon the Cabinet system
and parliamentary government, as we understand it, will criticise
this departure from a strict separation of powers.
(b) Does the Legislature control the Executive or the Executive
control the Legislature ? Here again there is no separation of powers,
j^ jjouse Of Commons ultimately controls the Executive. Strong
government has been combined with responsible government by
ensuring that Parliament, while leaving the task of governing to the
Government, can insist on the dismissal of a Government which does
not obtain parliamentary support for its general policy, Even in the
eighteenth century Montesquieu's interpretation was inapplicable in
practice. Once it had been established that Parliament alone could
make laws and vote taxes, it became recognised, gropingly at first in
the reigns of William 11 L and Anne, more clearly under the early
Hanoverian Kings, that a Government could only act with strength
and speed if it could command the support of Parliament. That
support was obtained by entrusting the exercise of the powers of the
Crown to Ministers who could command a majority in Parliament,
This ensures co-operation between the Government and the
Commons,
To emphasise, however, that Parliament is supreme is not to give •
t"lc w^°'e P*ctur^ of the relationship between Legislature and
Executive. So long as the Cabinet retains the confidence of Parlia-
ment, it exercises a decisive voice in regard to the passage of legisla-
tion* Major Acts of the Legislature must in practice originate with
the approval, and normally nowadays on the initiative of a Minister
of the Crown who acts in important matters of policy with the
support and prior approval of the Cabinet, Since the House of
Commons is divided into only two main political parties, the leaders
of the majority party who form the Cabinet exercise real control
over the House* Parliament can dismiss a Ministry, but a political
party is unwilling to vote against its leaders. The defeat of a Ministry
involves a dissolution of Parliament and the risk that a general
election will result in power passing to the opposition party. Thus
while Parliament ji supreme in that it can make or unmake a jQovern-
ment, ^Government once~in Ppwe? fetfds to control Parliament.
In ttuttTte&lf To separation" of powers, Biif rather a systetifWHIfch
can only work if there is co-operation between legislature and
Executive. If the legislative business of a modern State is to be
transacted with speed md efficiency. Parliament must .accept the
lead of the Government and consent to inroads upon the ftbe of
private numbers. , Moreover, modern government lias be$on& $

